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Treatment for everybody!



The Swiss HCV patients organisation was founded by 
patients to help patients



The situation in Switzerland:

‘Limitatio’ by the federal office of public health on DAA, never approved by the 
parliament or a judge. Most experts say it is not legal.

Treatment is limited to patients with F2 Fibrosis and extrahepatic symptoms.

Extrahepatic symptoms are hardly recognized by the insurances and it is difficult 
to prove that patients have them.

Sometimes even patients with F4 are rejected by the insurances! If the patients 
need to take legal action, it can take up to two years, to get a judgment. 

Only rich patients can pay for the medication upfront.



The result:



What we do to improve the situation



PR Work
Showing faces of Patients and their stories.

Interest in press and tv in Switzerland is high at the moment.

But awareness in public is still very low. Only few people know the difference between 
hepatitis a or c. Hepatitis for them is mostly related with drug or alcohol abuse.



  

We produce flyers and 
distribute them to to the 
major clinics and centers 
for hepatitis treatment in 
Switzerland to be handed 
to hcv patients



Advise doctors how to deal with the situation
Always write a request, even if patients are not very ill yet.

Carefully point out the extra hepatic symptoms like fatigue, depression, bad sleep, 
abdominal pain and the like.

Not all insurances will reject, but if they do, write a request for reconsideration.

Test everybody, at least every patient with possible extrahepatic symptoms of 
Hepatitis C. 

If no treatment is possible, direct the patient to us and our website hepc.ch. In 
certain cases we can get free treatments sponsored by the pharmaceutical 
companies. For legal aid and as last resort, parallel import of DAA from India.



Help Patients to get DAA via FIXHEPC

SHCA cooperates with the FIXHEPC buyers 
club in Australia. Swiss patients are the third 
most frequent customer group of FIXHEPC.

It is legal to import medication for personal use 
for up to 3 month to Switzerland.

SHCV supports patients to find a doctor who 
writes the necessary prescription, helps with 
translations and communication with the indian 
doctors and all other possible questions.





Patients need to talk
SHCV organizes meetings for patients, doctors and relatives. 

Most HCV patients lost their trust in the health system. They are happy if they can 
talk to other patients about symptoms, side effects, if it is safe to order DAA via 
internet, how pills are supposed to look, how fast it would take to get the pills and 
the like.

Recruiting of new voluntary helpers.

Opportunity for pharmaceutical companies to talk to patients.



Why is the situation so bad in Switzerland
International price referencing has the effect of doubling the global impact of any 
price reduction in Switzerland. 

The possibilities for the authorities to influence the med prices in Switzerland are 
very limited.

Pharmaceutical companies and their lobby are very strong, create a lot of jobs and 
their shares are a part of every Swiss pension fund.

Health care cost are already high and insurance rates reach a limit that becomes 
impossible to pay for normal people.

Switzerland is moving towards two class medicine. 



Long Term Goals

Heal every person who carries the HCV at affordable cost 
inside the Swiss health system.

Remove the stigmata.

Get everybody tested for HCV infection to find all 
possible hosts and eradicate the virus. 



FRIENDS

SEVHep Swiss Experts in Viral 
Hepatitis

http://www.hepatitis-schweiz.ch

http://www.nohep.org/
http://fixhepc.com

http://www.patientube.com

http://www.positivrat.ch/cms/en/

http://www.monkmed.com
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